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Abstract
Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks continue to be popular means of trading content. However, very little protection is in
place to make sure that the files exchanged in these networks are not malicious, making them an ideal medium for
spreading malware.
The recent surge of peer-to-peer (P2P) networks consisting of thousands of hosts makes them a breeding
ground for malware proliferation. Although some existing studies have shown that malware proliferation can pose
significant threats to P2P networks, defending against such an attack is largely an open problem.
Malware is highly pervasive in P2P file-sharing systems and is difficult to detect automatically before
actually downloading a file due to the insufficient and biased description of a file returned to a client as a query
result. To alleviate this problem, we provide preventive measures for malware. And also we provide two basic
approaches for preventing malware.
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1 Introduction
A P2P computer network is a network that relies
primarily on the computing power and bandwidth of
the participants in the network rather than
concentrating it in a relatively low number of
servers."[2] Although this statement is mostly correct
there are a few different types of P2P architectures
which should be outlined:
1.1 Centralized Architecture - Requires a
centralized server which hosts connect with in order
to access a list of shared items. Each host provides a
list of items they are willing to share. The server
maintains this list of shareable items from all hosts.
The actual download itself is performed between the
hosts when an item is requested, not by the server.
1.2 Decentralized Architecture - This model does
not require a centralized server. All hosts which
connect to a decentralized P2P network send a
request to all hosts which are currently logged on.
The requesting host then receives a response from
one or more hosts currently connected the network.
Different sections of a file can be downloaded from
multiple hosts.
1.3 Hybrid Architecture - This architecture offers a
combination of the centralized and decentralized
architecture.

Exactly why are P2P networks a problem when at
the surface it seems like an easy way for users to
transfer files? Well, besides the legal liabilities which
organizations face due to their users downloading
intellectual property such as music, software,
literature, etc, for free, there is a ton of malicious
code which traverses these networks. What better
way for an attacker to launch the next big worm?
Malicious code such as trojans and spyware can be
wrapped in legitimate looking packages using all
sorts of programs and downloaded via a P2P
network. Unsuspecting users will launch these
programs believing that they are legitimate, but not
realizing that a trojan was installed. An attacker may
now have remote access to an organization's internal
network or potentially gathering confidential user
information via a spyware program. In addition, the
more modern P2P clients can consume an incredible
amount of your network bandwidth. As an example,
shareaza, can simultaneously connect to four P2P
networks: Guntella, Guntella2, eDonkey and
BitTorrent.
Most organizations are under the impression that P2P
networks can simply be stopped by blocking the
default port that is required for these networks to
communicate. Think again. Most P2P networks can
be configured to listen on TCP port 80 (HTTP).
Almost every organization in the world permits the
use of HTTP through their firewall. Doesn't it seem
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like we are fighting a losing battle? How can an
3 Malware
organization effectively block this traffic?

2 P2P Networks
2.1 Peer-to-peer file sharing
Peer-to-peer file sharing is a form of file sharing
using peer-to-peer networking. P2P allows users to
download files such as music, movies, and games
using a file sharing software client that searches for
other connected computers (called „peers‟). Similarly,
other computers on the network are able to search for
files on your computer. This differs from traditional
file downloading that searchers servers for the
requested file.
The widespread adoption and facilitation of
peer-to-peer file sharing was helped by several
factors. These include increasing Internet bandwidth,
the widespread digitization of physical media files,
and the capabilities of home PC's increasing to better
handle playing and storing digitized audio and video
files. Users were able to transfer either one or more
files from one computer to another across the Internet
through various file transfers and file-sharing
networks.

Along with viruses, one of the biggest threats to
computer users on the Internet today is malware. It
can hijack your browser, redirect your search
attempts, serve up nasty pop-up ads, track what web
sites you visit, and generally screw things up.
Malware programs are usually poorly-programmed
and can cause your computer to become unbearably
slow and unstable in addition to all the other havoc
they wreak. Many of them will reinstall themselves
even after you think you have removed them, or hide
themselves deep within Windows, making them very
difficult to clean. This guide will detail the different
varieties of malware along with basic preventive
measures. In a follow-up article, we will examine the
removal process and review a set of spyware
removers. Although also considered to be malware,
programs such as viruses, worms, trojans, and
everything else generally detected by anti-virus
software will not be discussed here, and the use of the
word malware will only explicitly refer to software
that fits in the categories listed below. You can get
infected by malware in several ways. Malware often
comes bundled with other programs (Kazaa, iMesh,
and other file sharing programs seem to be the
biggest bundlers).
3.1 Types of malware

2.2 Problems From Filesharing

Fig. 1 Problems From Filesharing

Adware
Adware is the class of programs that place
advertisements on your screen. These may be in the
form of pop-ups, pop-unders, advertisements
embedded in programs, advertisements placed on top
of ads in web sites, or any other way the authors can
think of showing you an ad. The pop-ups generally
will not be stopped by pop-up stoppers, and often are
not dependent on your having Internet Explorer open.
They may show up when you are playing a game,
writing a document, listening to music, or anything
else. Should you be surfing, the advertisements will
often be related to the web page you are viewing.
Spyware
Programs classified as spyware send information
about you and your computer to somebody else.
Some spyware simply relays the addresses of sites
you visit or terms you search for to a server
somewhere. Others may send back information you
type into forms in Internet Explorer or the names of
files you download. Still others search your hard
drive and report back what programs you have
installed, contents of your e-mail client's address
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book (usually to be sold to spammers), or any other
information about or on your computer – things such
as your name, browser history, login names and
passwords, credit card numbers, and your phone
number and address. Spyware often works in
conjunction with toolbars. It may also use a program
that is always running in the background to collect
data, or it may integrate itself into Internet Explorer,
allowing it to run undetected whenever Internet
Explorer is open.
Hijackers
Hijackers take control of various parts of your web
browser, including your home page, search pages,
and search bar. They may also redirect you to certain
sites should you mistype an address or prevent you
from going to a website they would rather you not,
such as sites that combat malware. Some will even
redirect you to their own search engine when you
attempt a search. NB: hijackers almost exclusively
target Internet Explorer.
Toolbars
Toolbars plug into Internet Explorer and provide
additional functionality such as search forms or popup blockers. The Google and Yahoo! toolbars are
probably the most common legitimate examples, and
malware toolbars often attempt to emulate their
functionality and look. Malware toolbars almost
always include characteristics of the other malware
categories, which is usually what gets it classified as
malware. Any toolbar that is installed through
underhanded means falls into the category of
malware.

Fig. 2 Malware By Categories
Gain
One of the oldest and best known examples of
malware is from the company Claria, which changed
its name from Gator in 2003. Unlike most malware
creators, Claria is a legitimate corporation with
several big name advertisers and offices in both the
United States and Europe. Claria is the maker of
Gator Advertising and Information Network
Publishing (or just GAIN), which actually consists of
two programs that run in the background and work
together. One program pops up ads while the other
collects personal information. GAIN is typically
bundled with other programs, including several
published by Claria.

Dialers
Dialers are programs that set up your modem
connection to connect to a 1-900 number. This
provides the number's owner with revenue while
leaving you with a large phone bill. There are some
legitimate uses for dialers, such as for people who do
not have access to credit cards. Most dialers,
however, are installed quietly and attempt to do their
dirty work without being detected.
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GAIN version, 6.0, is used here). From the privacy
policy, we learn GAIN is doing a bit more than
simply serving ads. These other functions cause
GAIN to cross categories and also fall into the realm
of spyware.
From the statement, we learn that Claria
likely is not only getting money from advertisements,
but they are also gathering information that they can
then sell to other entities. Claria also anonymously
collects information it finds on the user's computer,
including their zip code, first name, software that is
installed, even what password they use for eWallet, a
program Claria distributes. They do not stop there,
however.
We also associate the anonymous
information we collect with a particular computer
through a randomly generated anonymous ID
number.
As far as malware is concerned, GAIN at first glance
looks to be a well-behaved program. As can be in the
above examples, all GAIN ads are usually clearly
marked as such. Also included with GAIN is a utility
that will display which program or programs it was
bundled with, and thus require its presence, as shown
below.

Unfortunately, GAIN does not come with an
uninstaller of its own. One must use the uninstaller
used by the program GAIN came bundled with and
hope it does a thorough job. A closer look at GAIN
reveals more troubling features of the program. The
first trouble signs come from the GAIN Privacy
Statement (the privacy statement from the latest

In short, Claria maintains a database with
profiles of each machine on which GAIN has been
installed. Each profile has all the information
mentioned before, along with anything they can infer
from that data. Claria doesn't simply store this
information away, but also shares some of it with
third parties:
We share certain anonymous information we
collect in aggregated form with some of our partners
and prospective partners... Our partners may use this
anonymous aggregated information to improve their
services, and may, in some cases, share this
anonymous aggregated information with third parties
such as their customers. Keep in mind that, as
intrusive as Claria's data collection policies may
sound, Claria is still a corporation with a public
image to worry about. It is an easy target for lawsuits
should Claria attempt something that goes against
their user agreements (whether such agreements are
legally binding is largely untested). The larger
problem comes from the vast majority of spyware
programs are created by groups or individuals who
will have no problem stealing whatever data they can
from you, and they will not keep it anonymous or
private. Most spyware creators do not have a valid
website, much less any sort of user agreement or
privacy statement they are obliged to keep.
WebHancer
webHancer is a spyware application that is
commonly bundled with other programs. Upon
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installation, it starts a program that runs in the
background.

webHancer again) and may cause errors in other
programs.

This program, according to webHancer's Privacy
Policy, collects details of your surfring, such as the
URL, page size, page load time, page completion
state, and network delay time of the sites you visit.
Looking at their products page, it is obvious they are
going to sell the information gathered to other
entities, as they attempt to answer questions like
"What other sites are my customers visiting? Before?
After? Where are they buying?" webHancer claims to
have their program installed on millions of desktops,
and it's likely that most of those running the program
have no idea what it's doing.

ISTBar
ISTBar is a combination toolbar and
hijacker. It installs a toolbar with search functions
provided by slotch.com, a web portal. The toolbar
also has links to various web sites and a list of
"TopSearches," which include such classic keywords
as "Britney Spears," "Blackjack," and "Loans."
ISTBar also sets your home page to www.slotch.com
(which is infested with pop-up ads) and adds its own
search sidebar to replace the default one.

ISTBar includes the ability to download and
install other software. Among the processes started
by ISTBar is a hijacker that redirects you to internetoptimizer.com when you enter a bad URL This sends
the link you attempted to retrieve to internetoptimizer.com in the process.
While browsing the Internet for several
minutes with Kerio Personal Firewall installed (we'll
discuss firewalls later), I was constantly being alerted
that webHancer was attempting to access the Internet,
always while a page was loading or immediately after
it was finished loading. This didn't happen on every
page, and there did not seem to be any real
relationship between what web site I was viewing
and when webHancer would attempt to connect (it
went crazy while I was loading Slashdot, for
example, but was quiet when I went to Ars). Because
of its deep hooks into Windows, webHancer has been
known to leave the computer without working
networking after being uninstalled (to fix this, the
company suggests installing and uninstalling
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Fig 3 Malware Evolution

3.3 GFI's Top 10 Malware List
Top 10 detections for December
Detection
Trojan.Win32.Generic!BT Trojan
Trojan.Win32.Generic.pak!cobra
Trojan-Spy.Win32.Zbot.gen
INF.Autorun (v)
Trojan.Win32.Generic!SB.0
Worm.Win32.Downad.Gen (v)
FraudTool.Win32.FakeAV.hdd (v)
Exploit.AbobeReader.Gen (v)
Exploit.PDF-JS.Gen (v)
Trojan.ASF.Wimad

Sites infected due to malware
Type
21.38
Trojan
Trojan
Trojan
Trojan
Worm.W32
Trojan
PDF Exploit
PDF Exploit
Trojan

Percent
3.71
3.69
1.68
1.59
1.47
1.06
1.06
0.80
0.73

Table.1 Top 10 Malware List

Fig. 4 Sites infected due to malware

4 Malware prevention
The easiest way to deal with malware is to
not get it in the first place. A little bit of common
sense helps, but experience goes a lot farther.
Experienced computer users, like it or not, hopefully
possess the common sense that will let them avert
potential disasters.

Malware Evolution

This edge can be acquired. The distinction is
largely one of attitude, one which for lack of a better
term I'll call "skeptical computing." We can examine
this attitude and see how it reacts to common sources
of trouble. Skeptical computing breaks down into two
parts. The first is having a minimum level of
expectations for the working state of their computers.
Operating systems for personal computers are
extremely stable and reliable. Computers are no
longer the cantankerous contraptions they were with
Windows 9x or earlier versions of Mac OS. It's not
acceptable to have a computer that runs at a snail's
pace with advertisements flying up left and right. If
things aren't working as they should, you can find a
fix, whether through Google, anonymous forums, or
your friendly neighborhood guru.
4.1 Drive-by-Downloads
Internet Explorer can prompt users to
download software that gets automatically installed
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on computers. The intention is that programs, such as
Flash, that certain web pages depend on for viewing,
can be seamlessly loaded so the user's browsing
experience isn't interrupted. However, many malware
developers take advantage of this process to foist
their wares on unsuspecting users. Let's look at two
examples, one legitimate and one malicious:

It's important to separate the generic form filler from
the content provided by the program in each case.
The item on the left identifies itself as "Windows
Update," the other "IE Plugin - Once you agree to the
License Terms and Privacy Policy- click YES to
CONTINUE." The program on the right is imploring
you to click yes, not Internet Explorer. It also doesn't
really tell you what the program is. Disregarding the
second half of its name, it just identifies itself as "IE
Plugin." It's not clear where it came from or what it
would do if you installed it. This is one major tip-off.
Both products identify their supposed (remember, be
skeptical) publisher. The one on the left is from
"Microsoft Windows Publisher," the right from
"CLICK YES TO CONTINUE." What would a

program gain from obscuring its origin, especially by
inserting a message in its place that suggests that
clicking yes is your only option?
The last unique piece of information is the
group that verified the publisher's identity. This bit
doesn't tell you very much in either case. Both sound
legitimate. However, weighing what else we know,
it's safe to say that the program on the right is bad
news. The program on the left looks trustworthy.
While our deductions were accurate in both cases,
you should also consider what you were doing when
you received the prompt. The left prompt appeared
while browsing Windows Update, the right prompt
showed up on a warez site. It's quite reasonable to
expect that OS updates would require something to
be installed. When you're looking at something
seamy or of questionable legality, you should be on
the lookout for possible malware. It should be noted
that drive-by download prompts have changed in
Windows XP SP2. The new design stops controls
when new dialogs pop up and forces you to think
more about what you're about to download. Let's look
at what happens when Flash wants to install itself.

Unlike in prior versions of Windows, a
dialog box is not the first thing to appear. Instead, a
brief message appears in the toolbar, similar to IE's
built-in pop-up blocker. It informs you that the page
wants to install an ActiveX Control. The information,
program name, and publisher are exactly the same.
When you click on the message, you can
either allow the installation, or seek further help
("What's the Risk?"). The help is a generic section of
IE's help page informing you of the risks associated
with installing ActiveX controls. If you choose to
install, you then see a dialog similar to the one we
looked at before: can tell it to always deny the
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installation of controls from any given publisher.
Definitely useful for users who frequently get asked
to install particular pieces of malware, or just those
who have a vendetta against Flash.

level of risk associated with such attacks.different
organizations use different tools and approches to
counter malware attacks.selection of such tools and
approches is often based on their funtionality
suitability and cost.the basic –malware approches that
are traditionaly used on their nature of their action .
They are
1. Reactive approach
2. Proactive approach

4.2 Bundlers
Much malware, especially adware, comes
bundled with other programs. P2P software is a
common source of bundled adware. The following
message comes up while installing iMesh:

Reactive approach :
Reactive approch is an incident response
process.inthis method once a problem is encountered
,the investigation of the problem, anlysis and finding
remedy,and documenting the resolutions for future
remedial are done,mostly in the sameorder.
The existing anti-malware tools available
,idetify the malware by scanning the computer
executable files and check if any known malware
have sneaked into the system.this is done by
detecting programs that are making changes to
operating system registry.here the anti-malware tools
and products chase the malware by identifyi ng them
after they have entered the system and the system
shows some symtoms of being some infected
,depending on their behavior and instances. When
dealing with reactive appraoch of your system ,which
is being infected corporates have three alternmatives
for dealing with malware.they are:
1. Running malware removal tool to detect and repair
malware.

You can't say the program isn't honest. It lets
you know it's ad-supported, which pieces of adware
get installed, and what you agree to in the process.
Messages about required programs for displaying ads
should set off warning sirens in your head. That
information alone should be enough to make you stop
installation.
4.3 Basic protection approches to malware
Organization/users can formulate their anti malware
stategy depending upon the type and complexity of
malware attackas that they are exposed to,and the

2. If anti –malware tools fails,malware can be
removed manually by the administration or by
formatting the ssystem.3.use anti-malware tool to
present them from entering the system
As presentive measures companies include
disaster recovery plans ,reinstalling Operating system
,system formating and moving to alternative as their
reactive approaches.all these methods neeed to be in
place ,so that can function as and when they are
needed.as with any reactive approches these
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techniques are time-consuming , error prone and
costly.

you get malware on your computer
multiply.

it tends to

What to do if system is infected with malware using
proactive approach:
What to do if system is infected with malware using
reactive approach?
1. Make sure the firewall in place iis working .get
positive control over inbound outbound traffic on the
systems and on the network.
2. Address the most likely suspects first ,clean the
most comman malwaretheats and then check for
unknown theats.
3. Isolate the infected system .get is off the network
and the internet.stop the infection from spreading to
other outbreak system on the network during the
cleaning process.
4. Research outbrech control and cleanup techniques.
5. Download the latest virus definiations from antivirus software vendors.
6. Ensure that anti-virus systems are configured to
scan all filles.
7. Run a full system scan.
8. Restore missing or corrept data.
9. Remove or clean infected files.
10. Confirm that the computer systems are free of
malware.
11. Reconnect the cleaned computer systems to the
network.
Proactive approach:
Expreances state that proactive approach has
its own advantage over reactive approach. As new
technologies emerge,malware writers are adoptong
high –level programing lagvages ,new technologies
and methods of attacks with varied features and
payloads.in reactive appraoch a malware can be
identifying only if they are in existence ,i.e at least
executed once.wheres in a proactive approchs a
malware can be identified as new ,as they are and
they can be quarantied or deleted even they get
executed.

1. Apply the latest firm ware to hardware systems
and routers as recommended by venders.
2. Apply the latest security patches to server
applications and other applications.
3. Subscribe to security –related email lists from
venders and patechs when recommended
4. Ensure that all microsoft computer system are
running anti-virus software.
5. Ensure that automated processes are running to
regularity update the virus difunitions.
6. Maintain a database that keeps tracks of what
patchs have been applied.
7. Review security logs.
8. Enable perimeter or host based firewalls.
9. Use avulnerbility scanners such as the microsoft
baseline security anlysis that helps to detect common
security misconfiguration and missing security
updates on your compter systems.
10. Use least privileged user accounts (lua).if flow
priviliged processes are compresed ,they will do less
damage than high –priviliged process.

Conclusion
Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks continue to be
popular means of trading content. However, very
little protection is in place to make sure that the files
exchanged in these networks are not malicious,
making them an ideal medium for spreading
malware.
Malware is highly pervasive in P2P file-sharing
systems and is difficult to detect automatically before
actually downloading a file due to the insufficient
and biased description of a file return to a client as a
query result.To alleviate this problem we provide
preventive measures for malware. And also we
provide two basic approaches reactive and proactive
for prevention of malware.

Proactive approches include various
techniques that can enable the user to indetify the
malware when they attempt to invade tha system.
Unfortunately getting infected with malware is
useually much easier than getting rid of it, and once
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